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"There is a promise Holy Mother makes to us," explains Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estes, "that any soul

needing comfort, vision, guidance or strength, can cry out to her, flee to her protection, and Blessed

Mother will immediately arrive with veils flying. She will place us under her mantle for refuge, and

give us the warmth of her most compassionate touch, and strong guidance about how to go by the

soul's lights." Untie the Strong Woman is Dr. Estes' invitation to come together under the shelter of

The Mother - whether she appears to us as the Madonna, Our Lady of Guadalupe, or any one of

her countless guises.
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This set of discs is amazing. It is many things: a wonderful collection of stories from different

cultures; an exposition on the archetype of the Mother; and a courageous work of love for and

explanation about the Blessed Mother as revered in the Catholic faith. Many times, I believe, those

raised as Catholics may find the doctrine of the Blessed Mother too "hot" to touch psychologically. If

you are one of these, this set of discs will re-introduce you to the sacred and loving aspect that the

traditional training may have lost. But this work is not only for Catholics; it is for all human beings. It

will help you feel safe, and brings with it, as do all Clarissa Pinkola Estes' works, a sense of being

enveloped in love. It helps us to explain, accept, and relate to one of the most basic and important

of archetypes in the human experience. It helps us to accept that human experience.And, as a

side-line, it is also, (almost by-the-way) a great tool for breaking apart prejudices and fears that one

may not even know one has.This set of discs might feel a little more riske than some of the others,



but it is definitely worth it!

Estes does it again with an incredible book since reading "women who run with the wolves". I highly

recommend this book for all women as it is so affirming of strength and femininity which can

honestly go together In harmony...

Normally I stampede through a good book, but I found I could not do so in this case. "Untie..." is

profound, which requires moving through the pages at a slow pace, stopping often to enjoy the

loveliness. The words resonated in my heart/inmost being. If read with a heart wide open the reader

will find; a new love for and appreciation of the Blessed Mother (whatever their former opinion), a

fresh awareness of their own uniqueness and beauty and the breath-taking magnificance of others,

all others, as well as heightened awareness of their own existence as a part of the whole of

humanity in the unfolding drama/comedy/tragedy and rapture of life.

Ms. Estes was recommended to me and I landed on this (a bit earlier work) and it has been a true

gem to discover.

I Loved this book,I was raised Catholic but never much gave much thought about the Mother of

Jesus(the God of Love)Although,over the years of my life my parents have told me over and over

about Mary, Mother and stories and miricals seen and unseen.I am starting to pay attention. I "get it"

and in the book I especially was touched by the the chapter of the young girls in prison who came to

know the "Mother" of The God of Love.What a transformation. I like that this book is no nonsense!

Raw. Straightforward. It has wrapped my heart with cords of strength and faith.

Perfect for my needs. Great addition to my book collection.

It is impossible to put into words the profound effect of this wonderful work.When I finished it,I felt

different;inspired,connected and loved.Clarissa Pinkola Estes writes with a blazing honesty about

her own experiences and with a necessary fierceness about the injustices across the world.She

somehow manages to put us into a tender relationship with Mary whether we've thought about her

before or not.Please read it then pass it on to those who"know".

This book, is a compilation of the view and life stories of a wise, wild and amazing woman, so in



love with the Divine Mother, that one can only be inspired by this love.It is a book that speaks from

her heart to our heart in such an honest and profound way that it makes us feel the warm of the

Holy Mother's love.As a mexican, a daughter of the Goddess and a woman, it has been a delight to

read this book.So in love with this book adn with the Doctor's work.
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